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Reducing the computations of the SVD array given by Brent and Luk
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ABSTRACT

A new, efficient two plane rotations (TPR) method for computing two—sided rotations involved in

singular value decomposition (SVD) is presented. By exploiting the commutative properties of some special

types of 2x2 matrices, we show that a two—sided rotation can be computed by only two plane rotations and a

few additions. Moreover, if we use coordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) processors to implement

the processing elements (PEs) of the SVD array given by Brent and Luk, the computational overhead of the

diagonal PEs due to angle calculations can be avoided. The resulting SVD array has a homogeneous
structure with identical diagonal and off-diagonal PEs.

1. INTRODUCTION

One important problem in linear algebra and digital signal processing is the SVD. Particular

applications arise in beamforming and direction finding, Spectrum analysis, digital image processing etc.1

Recently, there is a massive interest in parallel architectures for computing SVD due to the growing
importance of real—time signal processing and advances in VLSI devices. Brent and Lulcz’3 have shown how

a Jacobi method with parallel ordering can efficiently compute the SVD, and how the method can be

implemented by a two-dimensional systolic array. The method is based on, as common for all two-sided

approaches, applying a sequence of two—sided rotations to 2x2 submatrices of the original matrix. The
computational complexity is thus determined by how to compute the two-sided rotations.

Usually, a two—sided rotation is realized by four plane rotations, where two of them are applied from

left to the two column vectors of the 2x2 submatrix and the other ones are applied from right to the row
vectors, respectively. For the diagonal PEs of the SVD array, additional operations for calculating the
rotation angles are required. This leads to an inhomogeneous array architecture containing two different

types of PBS. In this paper, we develop a new TPR method for computing two—sided rotations. We show that

the above computational complexity is reduced significantly, and the SVD array becomes homogeneous
when using CORDIC processors.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly re—examine the Jacobi SVD method and the

SVD array. Then, we develop the TPR method in section 3. The CORDIC algorithm is described in section

4. Different techniques for scaling correction are discussed, and examples of scaling corrected CORDIC

sequences for different data formats are given. In section 5, an unified CORDIC implementation of all PEs
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of the SVD array is presented. Finally, some convergence aspects are discussed in section 6.

2. JACOBI SVD METHOD

The SVD of a matrix Me IRNXN is given by

M = Usz , (1)

where UElRNXN and VEIRNXN are orthogonal matrices and ZEIRNXN is a diagonal matrix of singular values.
Based on an extension of the Jacobi eigenvalue algorithm, Kogbetliantz4, Forsythe and Henrici5 proposed to

diagonalize M by a sequence of two-sided rotations,

Mo = M , Mk+1 = UIMka (k=0,1,2,- - -) . (2)

Uk and Vk represent rotations in the (i,j)—plane (15i<jSN). The rotation angles are chosen to annihilate the
elements of Mk at the positions (i,j) and (Li). Usually, several sweeps are necessary to complete the SVD,

where a sweep is a sequence of N(N-1)/2 two—sided rotations according to a special ordering of the

N(N—l)/2 different index pairs (i,j). Unfortunately, the best known cyclic orderings, namely, the cyclic row

ordering

(i,j) = (1.2), .(1,N),(2.3), , (LN), , (N-1,N) (3)

and the equivalent cyclic column ordering are not suitable for parallel computations.

Recently, Brent and Lukz’3 suggested a parallel ordering allowing a high degree of parallelism. It
enables the use of a square systolic array with

[N/2]x|'N/2] PBS to implement the Jacobi SVD method

(Figure 1). For doing this, the matrix M is partitioned into

2x2 submatrices. Each PE contains one submatrix and

performs a two—sided rotation

 B = R(61)TAR(62), (4)
where

A_[an a12] d B [bu 1312] 5— a21 a22 an — b21 b22 ()

denote the input and output matrices, and

cost) sine

Rm): —sin9 cose (6)
F' 1. Th SVD

31:31:: and Lil: army given by describes a plane rotation through the angle 9,
respectively. Notice that there are two different

computation modes. In a diagonal PE, the rotation angles

61 and 62 are generated to diagonalize the 2x2 submatrix (b12=b21=0) stored. We call this the generation
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mode. Then, the rotation angles are propagated to all off-diagonal PBS in the same row and the same

column, in which pure rotations (4) with the received angles are performed. We call this the rotation mode.

Clearly, if we directly compute (4) in the rotation mode, we require four plane rotations. For the generation
mode, additional operations for calculating 91 and 62 are needed.

3. TPR METHOD FOR COMPUTING TWO—SIDED ROTATIONS~—-—%———

In order to develop the TPR method for computing two-sided rotations more efficiently, we first

discuss the commutative properties of two special types, the rotation-type and the reflection—type, of 2x2
matrices, namely,

flr°[={ [‘2 z] ‘c,selR} and flr°f={ [: j] ‘c,se|R}.
Obviously, the plane rotation matrix and the Givens reflection matrix6 with cZ+s2=1 are two elements of the

sets J! m and .1! M, respectively. The following results can be shown by elementary manipulations.

lemma 1. If Ale 4"“ and A25 I“, then A1A2=A2Ale Jam.

Lemma 2. If Ale M“ and A26 45’“, then A1A2=A§Ale 4’“.

In particular, if we consider two plane rotations, we know,

Lemma 3. If R(9]) and R(92) are plane rotations described by (6), then R(61)R(92)=R(91+67) and
R<61)TR<62)=R<02491).

Now, we give a theorem describing the rotation mode of the TPR method.

Theorem If the 2x2 matrix A and the two rotation angles 61 and 62 are given, then the two—sided

rotation (4). can be computed by two plane rotations, ten additions and four scalings by 1/2:

P1 = (a22+a11)/2 P2 = (azz—an)/2

{q1 = (azl—aw/z ’ {q2 = (a2] +a12)/2 ’ (7)
0_=62—01, 6+=62+61, (8)

["l - M [m] [’2] - R 9 [p2] "tl‘ ”ql’ t2_ (9,1,. (9)

bll = rl-fz b12 = -tl+t2

{b21=t1+t2’ {b22= r1+r2‘ (10)
Proof. Using (7), the input matrix A can be reformulated by

pl «11] + [-pz <12]‘11 P1 ‘12 P2

Clearly, R(61), me?) in (4) and A1 are elements of 1’“ while A2 belongs to 4"“. This leads to the
following expression for the output matrix B by using the lemmas 1—3,

A=A1+A2=[
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B = meoTARte» = R<61)TA1R(62) + R<el>TA2R<ez>

R<eoTR<eaA1+ R<el)TR<ez>TA2 = R<ez4al>A1+ R(92+91)TA2

-p2 <12]
1'

]+R(6+) [ 92 P2
1‘1 -t1 -l'2 t2

t1 r1 + t2 r2 '

A direct consequence of the above theorem shows how a two-sided rotation in the generation mode can

P1

R(9_)[ ‘11
II

This completes the proof.

be computed in a similar way.

Corollary. If the 2x2 matrix A is given, we can diagonalize A and calculate the corresponding rotation

angles 01 and 62 by two Cartesian to polar coordinates conversions, eight additions and four scalings by 1/2:

P1 = (322 + a11)/2 P2 =' (fizz — a11)/2

{ {<11 = (an-aifl/2 ’ <12 = (a21+a12)/2 ’

. . 2 2

51910,”in + (1% , { I'2 Slgn(P2)JP2 + ‘12 ’ (12)I1

{9- ar“MIMI/Pl)= 9+ = arcran(q2/p2)

91 = (9+—9_)/2 , 92 = (9++9_)/2 , (13)

bu = Il-rz . b22 = r1+I2 - (14)

Proof. Regarding equation (10), t1=t2=0 follows directly from b12=b21=0.

In equation (12), we choose the rotation through the smaller angle. All vectors lying in the first or the

fourth quadrant are rotated to the positive x—axis, and all vectors lying in the second and the third quadrant

are rotated to the negative x—axis. For vectors on the y—axis, the rotation direction is arbitrary. Thus, the

generated rotation angles 0_ and 6+ satisfy |9_| , |6+| S 1t/2. This results in

|01|S1rl2 and |92|Sn/2 (15)

due to (13).

We remark that Delosme7 has also proposed to use (14) for computing bu and bn in the generation

mode. However, he did not recognize the fact that the above approach is generally possible because of the

commutative properties of the rotation—type and the reflection-type of matrices. So, he still requires four

plane rotations for computing a two-sided rotation in the rotation mode.

4. THE CORDIC ALGORITHM

In the previous section, we have seen that the main operations of the TPR—method are plane rotations

and Cartesian to polar coordinates conversions. Although these operations can be carried out by multiplier—
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adder based processors supported by software or special hardware units, a simpler approach is the use of
dedicated processors that map algorithms more effectively to hardware. The CORDIC processor is a
powerful one for calculating these functions.

The CORDIC algorithm was originally designed by Volder8 as an iterative procedure for computing
plane rotations and Cartesian to polar coordinates conversions. It was later generalized and unified by
Waltherg enabling a CORDIC processor to calculate more functions, including hyperbolic functions as well
as multiplications and divisions, in a similar way. In the following, only Volder's CORDIC algorithm is
considered for the sake of simplicity because only trigonometric functions are involved in SVD applications.

The CORDIC algorithm consists of iterative shift-add operations on a three-component vector,

 [XHI ] = [ xi—O'ioiyi J = 1 [ cos(0ti) —Gisin((xi) l xi ] (16)yi+1 yi+<)'i8ixi m 0's1n(0t) cos(oci) yi
2H1 = zi — soiai (i=0,1,...,n—1) , (17)

in which the iteration stepsize 0<8i<1 is defined by

ai = tan(oci) = 2‘5“) . (18)

The set of integers {S(i)} is called CORDIC sequence. Equation (16) can be interpreted, except for a scaling
factor of

= 1
i cosocl = 1+8.2 (19)

as a rotation of (xi , yiT) through the angle eti, where O'i=+1 gives the rotation direction. After 11 iterations
(16) and (17), the resulting data are given by

Xu cosoc —sin0t x0
y = K sinoc cosoc y0 ’ (20)

2n = zo—ea (21)

with the overall scaling factor K: 1'_I ki and the cumulative rotation angle a: 2 6ioni. Now, if the CORDIC
sequence satisfies the following convergence condition "

n— 1

0c. — 2 on. S or (i=0,1,...,n—2) , (22)
1 j=i+1 J “‘1

we can choose oi=—sign(xiy.) or ci=sign(£zi) to force yn or zn to zero, provided that the input data x
and 20 lie1n the convergence region

n—l [larctan(y0/x0)| for y —»0

0’ yo

“ . (23)
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